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U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
CALIFORNIA, BAY OF SAN FRANCISCO, MAGNETIC RANGES FOR DETERMINING THE DEVIATION OF THE COMPASS, WITH SHORT EXPLANATIONS OF HOW TO FIND THE DEVIATION AND ERROR OF THE COMPASS...ARRANGED AND COMP. BY LIEUT. J.C. GILLMORE, UNITED STATES NAVY, GPO, 1898.

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...BIBLIOGRAPHY, DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OF PUBLICATIONS RELATING TO THE U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY, 1807-1896, AND TO U.S. STANDARD WEIGHTS AND MEASURES, 1790-1896.
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1898, 118 PP.

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
... MANILA OBSERVATORIO. ... ATLAS OF THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS ... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1900, 2 PP. 1., 5-24 PP. 30 MAPS. U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY, PUBLISHED ALSO AS SENATE DOC. 138, 56TH CONG., 1ST SESS.

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
... GEODESY. THE TRANSCONTINENTAL TRIANGULATION AND THE AMERICAN ARC OF THE PARALLEL, BY ASSISTANT CHAS. A. SCHOTT... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1900. 871 PP. FRONT., ILLUS., PLATES, FOLDED MAPS, DIAGRAMS TREASURY DEPT. DOC. NO. 2173.

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
SP #6  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...NOTES RELATIVE TO THE USE OF CHARTS ISSUED BY THE UNITED STATES COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1900. 23 PP.

SP #7  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...GEODESY, THE EASTERN OBLIQUE ARC OF THE UNITED STATES AND OSCULATING SPHEROID, BY CHAS. A SCHOTT, ASSISTANT, COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1902. 394 PP., 2 FOLDED MAPS.

SP #8 NTIS PB267459 (A05-$9.50)

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...GEODESY, FORMULAS AND TABLES FOR THE COMPUTATION OF GEODETIC POSITIONS, WITH A PREFACE BY CHARLES R. DUVALL, COMPUTER, COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1911. 91 PP. TABLES.

SP #9  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...TERRESTRIAL MAGNETISM. DISTRIBUTION OF THE MAGNETIC DECLINATION IN THE UNITED STATES FOR JANUARY 1, 1910, WITH ISOGONIC CHART AND SECULAR CHANGE TABLES. BY R. L. FARIS, INSPECTOR OF MAGNETIC WORK; ASSISTANT, COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1911, 14 PP. INCLUDING TABLES. FOLD CHART.

SP #10  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...THE EFFECT OF TOPOGRAPHY AND ISOSTATIC COMPENSATION UPON THE INTENSITY OF GRAavity, BY JOHN F. HAYFORD...AND WILLIAM BOWIE, GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1912, 132 PP.

SP #11  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
... GEODESY, THE TEXAS-CALIFORNIA ARC OF PRIMARY TRIANGULATION, BY WILLIAM BOWIE, INSPECTOR OF GEODETIC WORK, AND CHIEF OF THE COMPUTING DIVISION, COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1912. 141 PP. 8 PLATES, MAP.
SP #12 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...EFFECT OF TOPOGRAPHY AND ISOSTATIC COMPENSATION UPON THE INTENSITY OF GRAVITY (SECOND PAPER), BY WILLIAM BOWIE. GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 28 PP., 1912.

SP #13

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...GEODESY, THE CALIFORNIA-WASHINGTON ARC OF PRIMARY TRIANGULATION, BY A. L. BALDWIN, COMPUTER, U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY... WASHINGTON, 1913. 78 PP. INCLUDING TABLES, CHARTS.

SP #14 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...DETERMINATION OF TIME, LONGITUDE, LATITUDE, AND AZIMUTH. 5TH ED. BY WILLIAM BOWIE, INSPECTOR OF GEODETIC WORK... U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY... WASHINGTON 1917. 177 PP. INCLUDING TABLES. 29 PLATES ON 171.

SP #15 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...RESULTS OF MAGNETIC OBSERVATIONS MADE BY THE COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY, JULY 1, 1902. WASHINGTON, 1904. V. PLATES.

SP #16 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
... GEODESY, TRIANGULATION ALONG THE WEST COAST OF FLORIDA, BY CLARENCE H. SWICK, COMPUTER, U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY... WASHINGTON, 1913, 147 PP. INCLUDING TABLES, PLATES, MAP, 27 CHARTS.

SP #17 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
... GEODESY, TRIANGULATION ON THE COAST OF TEXAS, FROM SABINE PASS TO CORPUS CHRISTI BAY, BY CHARLES A MOURHES, COMPUTER, U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1913. 89 PP. INCLUDING TABLES. ILLUS., PLATES, MAP, 17 CHARTS.
SP #18 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.

SP #19 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
... GEODESY. PRIMARY TRIANGULATION ON THE ONE HUNDRED AND FOURTH MERIDIAN, AND ON THE THIRTY-NINTH PARALLEL IN COLORADO, UTAH AND NEVADA, BY WILLIAM BOWIE, INSPECTOR OF GEODETIC WORK AND CHIEF OF THE COMPUTING DIVISION, U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1914, 163 PP. 10 PLATES, 2 MAPS (1 FOLDED) DIAGRAMS (PART FOLDED).

SP #20 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
... RESULTS OF MAGNETIC OBSERVATIONS MADE BY THE COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY IN 1913, BY R. L. FARIS. GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1914.

SP #21 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
... HYDROGRAPHY. DESCRIPTION OF LONG WIRE DRAUGHT. (REV. ED) BY N.H. HECK, ASSISTANT. GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1914. 31 PP. ILLUSTRATED, 7 PLATES.

SP #22 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
... HYPSOMETRY, PRECISE LEVELING FROM BRIGHAM, UTAH, TO SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA, BY WILLIAM BOWIE, INSPECTOR OF GEODETIC WORK, AND CHIEF OF THE COMPUTING DIVISION, U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY... WASHINGTON, 1914, 67 PP. INCLUDING MAPS, TABLES.
SP #23  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
... THE UNITED STATES COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY: ITS WORK, METHODS, AND ORGANIZATION... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1929. 111 PP. ILLUS., DIAGRAMS.

SP #24  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
... GEOGRAPHY, TRIANGULATION IN ALABAMA AND MISSISSIPPI, BY WALTER F. REYNOLDS, COMPUTER, U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY. GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1915. 71 PP. INCLUDING TABLES. PLATES, MAPS.

SP #25  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
... RESULTS OF MAGNETIC OBSERVATIONS MADE BY THE UNITED STATES COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY IN 1914, BY DANIEL L. HAZARD. GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1915.

SP #26  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
... GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE FIELD WORK OF THE U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1915, 176 PP. INCLUDING ILLUS., TABLES, PLATES, DIAGRAMS.

SP #27  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
... GEOGRAPHY, LATITUDE OBSERVATIONS WITH PHOTOGRAPHIC ZENITH TUBE AT GAITHERSBURG, MD., BY FRANK E. ROSS, PH.D., IN COOPERATION WITH THE INTERNATIONAL GEODETIC ASSOCIATION... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1915, 127 PP. INCLUDING ILLUS., TABLES 17 PL (INCLUDING FOLDED DIAGR.).

SP #28  OUT OF PRINT  NTIS PB267535 (A010-$17.00)

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
... GEOGRAPHY, APPLICATION OF THE THEORY OF LEAST SQUARES TO THE ADJUSTMENT OF TRIANGULATION, BY OSCAR S. ADAMS, COMPUTER, U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1915, 220 PP. INCLUDING TABLES, DIAGRAMS.
SP #29 OUT OF PRINT
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
... HYDROGRAPHY, WIRE-DRAG WORK ON THE ATLANTIC COAST, BY N. H. HECK AND J. H. HAWLEY, ASSISTANTS... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1915, 24 PP. ILLUS., 4 PLATES, FORMS.

SP #30 OUT OF PRINT
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
... GEODESY, TRIANGULATION IN WEST VIRGINIA, OHIO, KENTUCKY, INDIANA, ILLINOIS, AND MISSOURI, BY A. L. BALDWIN, ASSISTANT INSPECTOR OF GEODETIC WORK, U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1915, 67 PP. INCLUDING MAPS, TABLES, DIAGRAMS.

SP #31 OUT OF PRINT
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
... GEODESY, TRIANGULATION ALONG THE COLUMBIA RIVER AND THE COASTS OF OREGON AND NORTHERN CALIFORNIA, BY CHARLES A. MOURHESS, COMPUTER, U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1915, 149 PP. INCLUDING TABLES. PLATES, MAPS (1 FOLDED) CHARTS.

SP #32 OUT OF PRINT
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
... DESCRIPTION OF THE U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY TIDE-PREDICTING MACHINE NO. 2... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1915, 35 PP. INCLUDING TABLES. 15 PL (1 FOLDED).

SP #33 OUT OF PRINT
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
... TERRESTRIAL MAGNETISM, DISTRIBUTION OF THE MAGNETIC DECLINATION IN THE UNITED STATES FOR JANUARY 1, 1915, WITH ISOGONIC CHART AND SECULAR CHANGE TABLES, BY DANIEL L. HAZARD, ASSISTANT INSPECTOR OF MAGNETIC WORK... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1915, 16 PP. INCLUDING TABLES. FOLDED CHART.

SP #34 OUT OF PRINT
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
... HYDROGRAPHY, WIRE-DRAG WORK IN ALASKA, BY L. O. COLBERT AND JOHN A. DANIELS, ASSISTANTS... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1916, 31 PP. ILLUS., PLATES, CHARTS (1 FOLDED).
SP #35  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...GEODESY, DETERMINATION OF THE DIFFERENCE IN LONGITUDE BETWEEN EACH TWO OF THE STATIONS, WASHINGTON, CAMBRIDGE, AND FAR ROCKAWAY, BY FREMONT MORSE AND O. B. FRENCH, ASSISTANTS, U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1916. 40 PP. INCLUDING PLANS, TABLES, DIAGRAMS 3 PLATES.

SP #36  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...RESULTS OF MAGNETIC OBSERVATIONS MADE BY THE UNITED STATES COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY IN 1915, BY DANIEL L. HAZARD.

SP #37  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...MILITARY AND NAVAL SERVICE OF THE UNITED STATES COAST SURVEY 1861-1865. COMPUTED FROM OFFICIAL RECORDS AND PUBLICATIONS BY THE UNITED STATES COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY, E. LESTER JONES, SUPERINTENDENT... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1916, 72 PP.

SP #38  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...ELEMENTS OF CHART MAKING, BY E. LESTER JONES, SUPERINTENDENT... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1916, 15 PP. PLATES, FOLDED CHARTS.

SP #39  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...HYPSOMETRY, PRECISE LEVELING FROM RENO TO LAS VEGAS, NEVADA, AND FROM TONOPAH JUNCTION, NEVADA, TO LAWS, CALIFORNIA, BY H.G. AVERS, COMPUTER, UNITED STATES COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY, AND G. D. COWIE, ASSISTANT, UNITED STATES COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1916. 49 PP. INCLUDES MAPS, TABLES, DIAGRAM.

SP #40  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...GEODESY, INVESTIGATIONS OF GRAVITY AND ISOSTASY, BY WILLIAM BOWIE, CHIEF OF DIVISION OF GEODESY, UNITED STATES COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1917. 196 PP. INCLUDES TABLES.
SP #41 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.

...HYPSOMETRY. USE OF MEAN SEA LEVEL AS THE DATUM FOR ELEVATIONS, BY E. LESTER JONES, SUPERINTENDENT... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 21 PP., 1917.

SP #42 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.

...RESULTS OF MAGNETIC OBSERVATIONS MADE BY THE UNITED STATES COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY IN 1916, BY DANIEL L. HAZARD. GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1917.

SP #43 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.

...GEODESY, TRIANGULATION IN GEORGIA, BY CLARENCE H. SWICK, GEODETIC COMPUTER, U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 59 PP., INCLUDES TABLES, FOLDED MAPS, 1917.

SP #44 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.

...TERRESTRIAL MAGNETISM, UNITED STATES MAGNETIC TABLES AND MAGNETIC CHARTS FOR 1915, BY DANIEL L. HAZARD, CHIEF, DIVISION OF TERRESTRIAL MAGNETISM... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C. 1917, 256 PP., INCLUDES TABLES, 5 FOLDED CHARTS.

SP #45 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.

...GEODESY, DESCRIPTIONS OF TRIANGULATION STATIONS IN GEORGIA, BY CLARENCE H. SWICK, GEODETIC COMPUTER, UNITED STATES COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C. 1917, 43 PP., PLATES.

SP #46 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.

...GEODESY, TRIANGULATION IN MAINE, BY WALTER F. REYNOLDS, CHIEF COMPUTER, DIVISION OF GEODESY, UNITED STATES COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1918, 286 PP., INCLUDES TABLES, FOLDED MAP, FOLDED CHARTS.
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.

...CARTOGRAPHY, THE LAMBERT CONFORMAL CONIC PROJECTION WITH TWO STANDARD PARALLELS INCLUDING A COMPARISON OF THE LAMBERT PROJECTION WITH THE BONNE AND POLYCONIC PROJECTIONS, BY CHARLES H. DEETZ, CARTOGRAPHER, UNITED STATES COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1918, 61 PP., INCLUDES TABLES, DIAGRAMS. VII PLATES (6 FOLDED).

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.

...THE NEGLECTED WATERS OF THE PACIFIC COAST, WASHINGTON, OREGON, AND CALIFORNIA, BY E. LESTER JONES, SUPERINTENDENT... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1918, 21 PP., PLATES, MAPS (PART FOLDED) DIAGRAMS, FOLDED CHART.

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.

...CARTOGRAPHY, LAMBERT PROJECTION TABLES WITH CONVERSION TABLES. SUPPLEMENT TO THE LAMBERT CONFORMAL CONIC PROJECTION WITH TWO STANDARD PARALLELS. PREPARED FOR PUBLICATION BY CHARLES H. DEETZ, CARTOGRAPHER, UNITED STATES COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1918, 84 PP., INCLUDES TABLES, DIAGRAMS.

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.

...SAFEGUARD THE GATEWAYS OF ALASKA: HER WATERWAYS, BY E. LESTER JONES, SUPERINTENDENT... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C. 1918, 41 PP., PLATES, FOLDED MAPS, COLLECTED DIAGRAMS, FOLDED CHARTS.

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.

...RESULTS OF MAGNETIC OBSERVATIONS MADE BY THE UNITED STATES COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY IN 1917, BY DANIEL L. HAZARD... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1918.
SP #52 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...CARTOGRAPHY, LAMBERT PROJECTION TABLES FOR THE UNITED STATES, BY OSCAR S. ADAMS, GEODETIC COMPUTER, UNITED STATES COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1918. 243 PP., INCLUDES TABLES, DIAGRAMS.

SP #53 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...CARTOGRAPHY. GENERAL THEORY OF THE LAMBERT CONFORMAL CONIC PROJECTION, BY OSCAR S. ADAMS, GEODETIC COMPUTER, U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1918, 38 PP., ILLUSTRATIONS.

SP #54 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...GEODESY, REPORT ON THE CONNECTION OF THE ARCS OF PRIMARY TRIANGULATION ALONG THE NINETY-EIGHTH MERIDIAN IN THE UNITED STATES AND IN MEXICO AND ON TRIANGULATION IN SOUTHERN TEXAS, BY WILLIAM BOWIE, CHIEF, DIVISION OF GEODESY, UNITED STATES COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1919, 93 PP., INCLUDES TABLES, PLATES, FOLDED MAP.

SP #55 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...RESULTS OF MAGNETIC OBSERVATIONS MADE BY THE UNITED STATES COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY IN 1918, BY DANIEL L. HAZARD... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1919.

SP #56 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...HYDROGRAPHY, CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION OF THE WIRE DRAG, BY J. H. HAWLEY, HYDROGRAPHIC AND GEODETIC ENGINEER... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1919, 40 PP., INCLUDES ILLUSTRATIONS, FORM, PLATES.

SP #57 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
... GENERAL THEORY OF POLYCONIC PROJECTIONS, BY OSCAR S. ADAMS, GEODETIC COMPUTER... GPO, WASHINGTON 1919. 174 PP., INCLUDES ILLUS., TABLES, FOLDED MAP.
SP #58  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...GEODESY. GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR PRECISE AND SECONDARY TRAVERSE U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C. 1919. 48 PP. INCLUDES ILLUS., TABLES.

SP #59  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...GRID SYSTEM FOR PROGRESSIVE MAPS IN THE UNITED STATES, BY WILLIAM BOWIE, CHIEF, DIVISION OF GEODESY... AND OSCAR S. ADAMS, GEODETIC COMPUTER... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1919. 227 PP. INCLUDES ILLUS., MAPS, TABLES.

SP #60  OUT OF PRINT  SUPERSEDED BY SP #68

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...A STUDY OF MAP PROJECTIONS IN GENERAL, BY OSCAR S. ADAMS, GEODETIC COMPUTER... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1919. 24 PP., ILLUS.

SP #61  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PHYSICAL LAWS UNDERLYING THE SCALE OF A SOUNDING TUBE, BY WALTER D. LAMBERT, GEODETIC COMPUTER... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C. 1920. 45 PP., INCLUDES ILLUS., TABLES.

SP #62  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...TRIANGULATION IN RHODE ISLAND, BY EARL CHURCH, GEODETIC COMPUTER... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1920, 97 PP., INCLUDES TABLES. 8 CHARTS (PART FOLD.)

SP #63  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...TERRESTRIAL MAGNETISM. ALASKA MAGNETIC TABLES AND MAGNETIC CHARTS FOR 1920, BY DANIEL L. HAZARD, ASSISTANT CHIEF, DIVISION OF TERRESTRIAL MAGNETISM... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C. 1920, 31 PP., INCLUDES TABLES. 3 FOLD. CHARTS (IN POCKET).
SP #64 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...RESULTS OF MAGNETIC OBSERVATIONS MADE BY THE UNITED STATES
COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY IN 1919, BY DANIEL L. HAZARD. GPO,
WASHINGTON, D.C., 1919.

SP #65 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...INSTRUCTIONS TO LIGHT KEEPERS ON FIRST-ORDER TRIANGULATION...
(2D ED) GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1926. 62 PP., INCLUDES ILLUS.,
TABLES. FORMS (1 FOLD.).

SP #66 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...CARTOGRAPHY. RULES AND PRACTICE RELATING TO CONSTRUCTION OF
NAUTICAL CHARTS... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1920, 34 PP.

SP #67 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...LATITUDE DEVELOPMENTS CONNECTED WITH GEODESY AND CARTOGRAPHY,
WITH TABLES INCLUDING A TABLE FOR LAMBERT EQUAL-AREA MERIDIONAL
PROJECTION, BY OSCAR S. ADAMS, GEODETIC COMPUTER... GPO,
WASHINGTON, D.C., 1921. 132 PP., INCLUDES TABLES.

SP #68 NTIS PB267470 (A08-614.00), GPO S/N 003-020-00095-1 ($7.

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...ELEMENTS OF MAP PROJECTION WITH APPLICATIONS TO MAP AND
CHART CONSTRUCTION, BY CHARLES H. DEETZ, CARTOGRAPHER, AND
OSCAR S. ADAMS, GEODETIC COMPUTER... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C.
1921, 163 PP., INCLUDES ILLUS, TABLES, DIAGRS. CHARTS
(PART FOLD.)

SP #69 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...MODERN METHODS FOR MEASURING THE INTENSITY OF GRAVITY, BY
CLARENCE H. SWICK, GEODETIC COMPUTER... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C.,
1921. 96 PP., INCLUDES ILLUS., TABLES, DIAGRS. PLATES.
SP #70  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...TRIANGULATION IN KANSAS...(SUPERSEDES APPENDIX NO. 3, REPORT FOR 1902)... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 64 PP. INCLUDES CHARTS (1 FOLDED).

SP #71

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...RELATION BETWEEN PLANE RECTANGULAR COORDINATES AND GEOGRAPHIC POSITIONS, BY WALTER F. REYNOLDS, CHIEF, GEODETIC COMPUTER... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1921, 90 PP., INCLUDES TABLES, DIAGRAMS.

SP #72  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...RESULTS OF MAGNETIC OBSERVATIONS MADE BY THE UNITED STATES COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY IN 1920, BY DANIEL L. HAZARD... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1921.

SP #73  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...HYDROGRAPHY, PRECISE DEAD RECKONING IN OFFSHORE SOUNDINGS, BY HARRY A. SERAN, HYDROGRAPHIC AND GEODETIC ENGINEER... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1921, 15 PP., INCLUDES ILLUSTRATIONS, TABLES AND DIAGRAMS, FORM.

SP #74  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...UTAH-WASHINGTON ARC OF PRECISE TRIANGULATION, BY C. V. HODGSON, ASSISTANT CHIEF, DIVISION OF GEODESY... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1921, 76 PP., INCLUDES TABLES, PLATES, 3 FOLDED CHARTS.

SP #75  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...RADIO-COMPASS BEARINGS, BY OSCAR S. ADAMS, MATHEMATICIAN... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1921, 39 PP., INCLUDES TABLES, DIAGRAMS.
SP #76 OUT OF PRINT
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...TRIANGULATION IN MASSACHUSETTS, BY O.P. SUTHERLAND, MATHEMATICIAN... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1922. 283 PP., INCLUDES 1 ILLUS., TABLES, PL., CHARTS (PART FOLD).

SP #77 OUT OF PRINT
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PRECISE LEVELING IN TEXAS, BY H.G. AVERS, MATHEMATICIAN... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1921, 181 PP., INCLUDES TABLES, PL., CHARTS (1 FOLD.).

SP #78 OUT OF PRINT
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PRECISE TRIANGULATION IN TEXAS, RIO GRANDE ARC, BY CLEM L. GARNER, HYDROGRAPHIC AND GEODETIC ENGINEER... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1922, 118 PP. INCLUDES TABLES, 2 PL. ON 11 CHARTS (5 FOLDED).

SP #79 OUT OF PRINT
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PRECISE TRAVERSE AND TRIANGULATION IN INDIANA, BY CHARLES A. MOURHESS, MATHEMATICIAN, AND JASPER S. BILBY, SIGNALMAN... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1922, 89 PP., INCLUDES ILLUS., TABLES, PLATES, CHARTS (1 FOLDED).
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SP #152  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...TIDAL CURRENT CHARTS, NEW YORK HARBOR...DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE, U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY, E. LESTER JONES, DIRECTOR... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1928, 12 CHARTS.
SP #153  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...CONFORMAL PROJECTION OF THE SPHERE WITHIN A SQUARE, BY
OSCAR S. ADAMS, SENIOR MATHEMATICIAN... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C.,
1929, 1P. 1., 13 PP., INCLUDES TABLES, DIAGRAMS (1 FOLDED).

SP #154  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...INSTRUCTIONS: PRIMARY TIDE STATIONS... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C.
1929, 53 PP., INCLUDES ILLUS., TABLES, DIAGRAMS, FORMS.

SP #155  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...TIDAL BENCH MARKS, STATE OF MASSACHUSETTS, BY L. A. COLE...
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1929, 1 P. 1., 39 PP., INCLUDES TABLES,
2 PLATES.

SP #156  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...TRIANGULATION IN HAWAII, BY HUGH C. MITCHELL, SENIOR
MATHEMATICIAN... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1930, 240 PP.,
INCLUDES 1 ILLUS., TABLES, 2 PLATES 15 FOLDED DIAGRAMS.

SP #157  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...DISTRIBUTION COEFFICIENTS OF MAGNETS, BY GEORGE HARTNELL,
MAGNETIC OBSERVER... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1930, 30 PP.,
INCLUDES TABLES, DIAGRAMS.

SP #158  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...BILBY STEEL TOWER FOR TRIANGULATION, BY JASPER S. BILBY,
SIGNALMAN... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1929, 23 PP., INCLUDES
ILLUS., 2 FOLDED.

SP #159  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...THE BOWIE METHOD OF TRIANGULATION ADJUSTMENT AS APPLIED
TO THE FIRST-ORDER NET IN THE WESTERN PART OF THE UNITED
STATES, BY OSCAR S. ADAMS, SENIOR MATHEMATICIAN... GPO.
SP #160  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...TRIANGULATION IN COLORADO (1927 DATUM) BY OSCAR S. ADAMS, SENIOR MATHEMATICIAN... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1930. 72 PP., INCLUDES TABLES, DIAGRAMS, PLATE.

SP #161  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...FIRST-ORDER LEVELING IN HAWAII, BY HOWARD S. RAPPLEYE, ASSOCIATE MATHEMATICIAN... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1929. 21 PP., PLATES, DIAGRAMS.

SP #162  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.

SP #163  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...TIDAL BENCH MARKS, STATE OF OREGON, BY L. A. COLE... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1930, 17 PP., 2 PLATES.

SP #164  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...FIRST-ORDER TRIANGULATION IN SOUTHEAST ALASKA, BY WALTER F. REYNOLDS, SENIOR MATHEMATICIAN... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C. 1930. 157 PP., INCLUDES ILLUSTRATIONS, TABLES, PLATES, MAPS (PART FOLDED).

SP #165  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...SLOPE CORRECTIONS FOR ECHO SOUNDINGS, BY A. L. SCHALOWITZ, CARTOGRAPHIC ENGINEER... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1930. 24 PP., INCLUDES TABLES, DIAGRAMS, FRONT.
SP #166  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.

...GEODETIC OPERATIONS IN THE UNITED STATES...1927 TO 1929...
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1930. ILLUS, PLATES, MAPS, (PART FOLDED) TABLES.

SP #167  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.

...PROGRESS OF SEISMOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS IN THE UNITED STATES. JANUARY 1, 1927, TO JUNE 30, 1927, JULY 1, 1927 TO JANUARY 1, 1930. (REPORT TO THE SECTION OF SEISMOLOGY OF THE INTERNATIONAL GEODETIC AND GEOPHYSICAL UNION, INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL), BY N. H. HECK, CHIEF, DIVISION OF TERRESTRIAL MAGNETISM AND SEISMOLOGY... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1927-30. 2 VOLUMES, DIAGRAMS.

SP #168  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.


SP #169  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.

...FIRST-ORDER LEVELING IN ALASKA, BY HOWARD S. RAPPLEYE, ASSOCIATE MATHEMATICAN... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1930. 1 P. 1., 31 PP., INCLUDES TABLES, CHART.

SP #170  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.

...CHART DATUMS, BY H. A. MARMER, ASSISTANT CHIEF, DIVISION OF TIDES AND CURRENTS... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1930. 49 PP., INCLUDES TABLES, DIAGRAMS.

SP #171  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.

...WORLD LONGITUDE DETERMINATIONS BY THE UNITED STATES COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY IN 1926, BY CLARENCE H. SWICK; SENIOR MATHEMATICIAN... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1931, 29 PP., INCLUDES ILLUS., TABLES.
SP #172  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...FIRST-ORDER LEVELING IN NEW JERSEY, BY HOWARD S. RAPPLEYE, ASSOCIATE MATHEMATICIAN... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1931. 1 P. 1., 35 PP., INCLUDES MAP, TABLES.

SP #173  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...LATITUDE REDETERMINATIONS, BY FREDERIC W. DARLING, ASSOCIATE MATHEMATICIAN... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1931. 19 PP., INCLUDES TABLES. 2 PLATES.

SP #174  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.

SP #175  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...FIRST AND SECOND ORDER TRIANGULATION IN OREGON (1927 DATUM) BY CLARENCE H. SWICK, SENIOR MATHEMATICIAN... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C. 1932, 89 PP., INCLUDES 1 ILLUS., MAPS, TABLES.

SP #176  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...FIRST-ORDER LEVELING IN MICHIGAN, BY HOWARD S. RAPPLEYE, MATHEMATICIAN... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1932, 1 P. 1., 69 PP., INCLUDES TABLES, FACSIM., PLATES, FOLDED MAP.

SP #177  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...LEVELING IN OREGON, BY HOWARD S. RAPPLEYE, MATHEMATICIAN... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1932, 247 PP., INCLUDES TABLES, FACSIM., PLATES, FOLDED MAP.
SP #178 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...GEODETIC OPERATIONS IN THE UNITED STATES... 1930 TO 1932...
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1933, ILLUS., PLATES, MAPS (PART FOLDED) TABLES.

SP #179 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...FIRST-ORDER TRIANGULATION IN KANSAS (1927 DATUM) BY O.P. SUTHERLAND, MATHEMATICIAN...
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1934, 73 PP., INCLUDES MAPS, TABLES. PLATES.

SP #180 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...TIDES AND CURRENTS IN HUDSON RIVER, BY PAUL SCHUREMAN,
SENIOR MATHEMATICIAN, U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY...
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1934, 107 PP., INCLUDES TABLES, DIAGRAMS.
(FOLDED CHARTS).

SP #181 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...LEVELING IN MASSACHUSETTS, RHODE ISLAND, AND CONNECTICUT,
BY CHARLES J. CLIFFORD, ASSISTANT MATHEMATICIAN...
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1934, 66 PP., FOLDED MAP. SUPERSEDED BY LITHOGRAPHED LISTS OF DESCRIPTIONS AND ELEVATIONS OF BENCH MARKS.

SP #182 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...LEVELING IN NEW HAMPSHIRE AND VERMONT, BY CHARLES J.
CLIFFORD, ASSISTANT MATHEMATICIAN...
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1934, 27 PP., FOLDED MAP, SUPERSEDED BY LITHOGRAPHED LISTS OF DESCRIPTIONS AND ELEVATIONS OF BENCH MARKS.

SP #183 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...FIRST-ORDER TRIANGULATION AND TRAVERSE IN LOUISIANA (1927 DATUM) BY O.P. SUTHERLAND, MATHEMATICIAN...
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C. 1934, 169 PP., INCLUDES ILLUS, TABLES, CHARTS, MAPS (1 FOLDED).
SP #184  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...LEVELING IN MAINE, BY CHARLES J. CLIFFORD, ASSISTANT
MATHEMATICIAN... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1934, 69 PP.,
FOLDED MAP, SUPERSEDED BY LITHOGRAPHED LIST OF DESCRIPTIONS
AND ELEVATIONS OF BENCH MARKS.

SP #185  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...LEVELING IN FLORIDA BY HOWARD S. RAPPLEYE, MATHEMATICIAN...
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1934, 1 PL., 105 PP., FOLDED MAP, FACSIM.

SP #186  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...TRIANGULATION IN MISSOURI, (1927 DATUM), BY WALTER F.
REYNOLDS, SENIOR MATHEMATICIAN... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1934.
178 PP., INCLUDES 1 ILLUS., TABLES, MAPS (PART FOLDED). PLATES.

SP #187  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...FIRST-ORDER TRIANGULATION AND TRAVERSE IN ARKANSAS (1927
DATUM) BY WALTER D. SUTCLIFFE, MATHEMATICIAN... GPO, WASHINGTON,
D.C. 1934, 99 PP., INCLUDES 1 ILLUS., TABLES, MAPS (1 FOLDED)
PLATES.

SP #188  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...LEVELING IN ARKANSAS, BY HOWARD S. RAPPLEYE, MATHEMATICAN...
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1934, 161 PP., INCLUDES FACSIM. FOLDED
MAP, SUPERSEDED BY LITHOGRAPHED LISTS OF DESCRIPTIONS AND
ELEVATIONS OF BENCH MARKS.

SP #189  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...FIRST-ORDER TRIANGULATION IN TEXAS (1927 DATUM) BY HUGH C.
MITCHELL, SENIOR MATHEMATICIAN... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1935,
431 PP., INCLUDES 1 ILLUS., TABLES, FORM, PLATES, MAPS (1 FOLDED)
SP #190  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...FIRST-ORDER TRIANGULATION IN OKLAHOMA (1927 DATUM) BY LESLIE E. SHMIDL, ASSISTANT MATHEMATICIAN... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1935, 147 PP., INCLUDES 1 ILLUS., MAPS, TABLES.

SP #191  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...DESTRUCTIVE AND NEAR-DESTRUCTIVE EARTHQUAKES IN CALIFORNIA AND WESTERN NEVADA, 1769-1933, BY HARRY O. WOOD, MAXWELL W. ALLEN AND N. H. HECK, CHIEF, DIVISION OF TERRESTRIAL MAGNETISM AND SEISMOLOGY... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1934. 25 PP.

SP #192  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...FIRST AND SECOND ORDER TRIANGULATION AND TRAVERSE IN NORTH CAROLINA (1927 DATUM)...BY OSCAR S. ADAMS, SENIOR MATHEMATICIAN... WASHINGTON, D.C., 1935-40, 2 VOLUMES, ILLUS., PLATES, MAPS (PART FOLDED), TABLES, FORM.

SP #193  OUT OF PRINT  NTIS COM-71-50368 (A02-$5.00)

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...MANUAL OF PLANE-COORDINATE COMPUTATION, BY OSCAR S. ADAMS, SENIOR MATHEMATICIAN AND CHARLES N. CLAIRE, ASSISTANT MATHEMATICIAN... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1935, 271 PP., INCLUDES TABLES, DIAGRAMS, MAPS (1 FOLDED).

SP #194  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...MANUAL OF TRAVERSE COMPUTATION ON THE LAMBERT GRID, BY OSCAR S. ADAMS, SENIOR MATHEMATICIAN AND CHARLES N. CLAIRE, ASSISTANT MATHEMATICIAN... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1935. 235 PP., INCLUDES FACSIMILIES, TABLES, DIAGRAMS (PART FOLDED).

SP #195  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...MANUAL OF TRAVERSE COMPUTATION ON THE TRANSVERSE MERCATOR GRID, BY OSCAR S. ADAMS, SENIOR MATHEMATICIAN AND CHARLES N. CLAIRE, ASSOCIATE MATHEMATICIAN... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1935. 199 PP., INCLUDES MAPS, FACSIMILIES, TABLES, DIAGRAMS (1 FOLDED).
SP #196 OUT OF PRINT
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...MANUAL OF TIDE OBSERVATIONS... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1941.
92 PP., INCLUDES ILLUS., TABLES, DIAGRAMS. (1 FOLDED).

SP #197 OUT OF PRINT
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PRACTICAL AIR NAVIGATION AND THE USE OF THE AERONAUTICAL
CHARTS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE, BY THOBURN C. LYON,
ASSISTANT CARTOGRAPHIC ENGINEER... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C.,
1935, 63 PP., INCLUDES ILLUS., MAPS. 2 FOLDED, PL., DIAGRAMS.

SP #198 OUT OF PRINT
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...FIRST AND SECOND-ORDER TRIANGULATION IN TENNESSEE (1927
DATUM) BY H.P. KAUFMAN, ASSOCIATE MATHEMATICIAN... GPO,
WASHINGTON, D.C., 1935, 341 PP., INCLUDES 1 ILLUS., PLATE,
MAPS (PART FOLDED).

SP #199 OUT OF PRINT
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...TABLES FOR DETERMINING THE FORM OF THE GEOID AND ITS
INDIRECT EFFECT ON GRAVITY, BY WALTER D. LAMBERT, SENIOR
MATHEMATICIAN AND FREDERIC W. DARLING, ASSOCIATE MATHEMA-
TICIAN... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1936, 130 PP., INCLUDES TABLES,
DIAGRAMS.

SP #200 OUT OF PRINT
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...FORMULAS AND TABLES FOR THE COMPUTATION OF GEODETIC
POSITIONS ON THE INTERNATIONAL ELLIPSOID, BY WALTER D.
LAMBERT AND CLARENCE H. SWICK, SENIOR MATHEMATICIANS... 
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1935, 120 PP., INCLUDES FACSIMILS.,
TABLES, DIAGRAMS.

SP #201 OUT OF PRINT
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...EARTHQUAKE INVESTIGATIONS IN CALIFORNIA, 1934-35... GPO,
WASHINGTON, D.C., 1936, 231 PP., INCLUDES ILLUS., FACSIMILS,
DIAGRAMS, MAPS (PART FOLDED) FOLDED PLAN, TABLES (PART FOLDED).
SP #202  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...FIRST AND SECOND ORDER TRIANGULATION IN CALIFORNIA (1927 DATUM) BY HUGH C. MITCHELL, SENIOR MATHEMATICIAN... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1936, 548 PP., INCLUDES 1 ILLUSTRATIONS, TABLES, PLATES, MAPS (PART FOLDED).

SP #203  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...FIRST AND SECOND ORDER TRIANGULATION AND TRAVERSE IN MINNESOTA (1927 DATUM) BY WALTER F. REYNOLDS, SENIOR MATHEMATICIAN... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1936, 411 PP., INCLUDES PLATES, MAPS (PART FOLDED).

SP #204  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...A DETERMINATION OF THE RELATIVE VALUES OF GRAVITY AT POTSDAM AND WASHINGTON, BY E. J. BROWN, HYDROGRAPHIC AND GEODETIC ENGINEER... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1936, 15 PP., INCLUDES TABLES, PLATES.

SP #205  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...CARTOGRAPHY, BY CHARLES H. DEETZ, CARTOGRAPHIC ENGINEER... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1936, 83 PP., INCLUDES PLATES (PART FOLDED) MAPS (PART FOLDED) CHARTS.

SP #206  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...SELECTION, INSTALLATION AND OPERATION OF SEISMOGRAPHS, BY H. E. MCCOMB, CHIEF, SECTION OF OBSERVATORIES AND EQUIPMENT... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1936, 43 PP., INCLUDES ILLUSTRATIONS, MAP, TABLES, DIAGRAMS.

SP #207  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...GEODETIC OPERATIONS IN THE UNITED STATES...1933 TO 1935... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., ILLUSTRATIONS, PLATES, MAPS (PART FOLDED) TABLES.
SP #208  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...CURRENTS IN NARRAGANSETT BAY, BUZZARDS BAY, AND NANTUCKET
AND VINEYARD SOUNDS, BY F. J. HAIGHT, ASSOCIATE MATHEMATICIAN,
DIVISION OF TIDES AND CURRENTS... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1936.
103 PP., INCLUDES TABLES, FOLDED CHARTS, DIAGRAMS (PART FOLDED).

SP #209  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...TRIANGULATION IN UTAH (1927 DATUM) BY HENRY G. AVERS,
CHIEF MATHEMATICIAN, DIVISION OF GEODESY... GPO, WASHINGTON,
D.C. 1937, 165 PP., INCLUDES 1 ILLUS., TABLES, 2 PLATES,
MAPS (PART FOLDED).

SP #210  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...LEVELING IN NORTH CAROLINA, BY NORMAN F. BRAATEN AND
CHARLES E. MCCOMBS, JUNIOR MATHEMATICIANS... GPO, WASHINGTON,
D.C. 1938, 414 PP., INCLUDES FACSIM., 2 PLATES, FOLDED
MAP.

SP #211  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...CURRENTS IN ST. JOHNS RIVER, SAVANNAH RIVER, AND INTERVENING
WATERWAYS, BY F. J. HAIGHT, MATHEMATICIAN, DIVISION OF TIDES
AND CURRENTS... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1938, 54 PP., INCLUDES
TABLES, FOLDED MAPS, FOLDED CHARTS, DIAGRAMS (2 FOLDED).

SP #212  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...TRIANGULATION IN WYOMING (1927 DATUM) BY CHARLES N. CLAIRE,
ASSOCIATE MATHEMATICIAN... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1938, 229
PP., INCLUDES 1 ILLUS., TABLES, PLATES, MAPS (2 FOLDED).

SP #213  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...USES OF MAGNETIC STATIONS... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1937.
7 PP.
SP #214  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...FIRST AND SECOND-ORDER TRIANGULATION IN MICHIGAN (1927 DATUM) BY GEORGE L. FENTRESS, ASSOCIATE MATHEMATICIAN... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1939, 427 PP., INCLUDES 1 ILLUS., TABLES, PLATES, MAPS (PART FOLDED).

SP #215  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...MANUAL OF CURRENT OBSERVATIONS... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C. 1938, 75 PP., INCLUDES ILLUS., TABLES, DIAGRAMS, FORMS.

SP #216  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...THE U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY; ITS WORK IN SURVEYING AND CHARTING THE WATERS OF THE UNITED STATES AND POSSESSIONS, GEODETIC CONTROL SURVEYS, AND OTHER ACTIVITIES... GPO, WASHINGTON 1938, ONE ILLUS., 2 MAPS.

SP #217  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...GEODETIC OPERATIONS IN THE UNITED STATES...1936 TO 1938... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., ILLUS., PLATES, MAPS (PART FOLDED) TABLES.

SP #218  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...FIRST AND SECOND ORDER TRIANGULATION AND TRAVERSE IN NORTH CAROLINA (1927 DATUM), BY OSCAR S. ADAMS, SENIOR MATHEMATICIAN... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1935-40, ILLUS., PLATES, MAPS (PART FOLDED) TABLES, FORM.

SP #219  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...TRIANGULATION IN NEW MEXICO (1927 DATUM) BY FRANK L. CULLEY, ASSOCIATE MATHEMATICIAN... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C. 1940, 306 PP., INCLUDES ILLUS., TABLES, PLATES, MAPS (3 FOLDED).
SP #220 OUT OF PRINT
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...TRIANGULATION IN SOUTH CAROLINA (1927 DATUM)... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1940, ILLUS., MAPS (PART FOLDED), TABLES.

SP #221 OUT OF PRINT
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...TRIANGULATION IN SOUTH CAROLINA (1927 DATUM) SOUTHWESTERN PART, BY H.P. KAUFMAN, ILLUS., MAPS (PART FOLDED), TABLES.

SP #222 OUT OF PRINT
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...TRIANGULATION IN SOUTH CAROLINA (1927 DATUM)... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1940, ILLUS., MAPS (PART FOLDED), TABLES.

SP #223 OUT OF PRINT
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...REPORT ON EARTH TIDES. (REPORT TO THE INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF GEODESY OF THE INTERNATIONAL UNION OF GEODESY AND GEOPHYSICS, INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF SCIENTIFIC UNIONS) BY WALTER D. LAMBERT, SENIOR MATHEMATICIAN, COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1940, 24 PP., INCLUDES TABLES.

SP #224 OUT OF PRINT
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...TRIANGULATION IN ARIZONA (1927 DATUM)... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C. 1941, ILLUS., MAPS (PART FOLDED), TABLES.

SP #225 NTIS PB:67457 (A06-$11.00)
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...MANUAL OF RECONNAISSANCE FOR TRIANGULATION, BY WILLIAM MUSSETER, ASSOCIATE GEODETIC ENGINEER... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C. 1941, 100 PP., INCLUDES ILLUS., TABLES.

SP #226 OUT OF PRINT NTIS COM-71-50373 SUPERSEDED BY NOAA TECHNICAL REPORT NOS 73 NGS 8 CONTROL LEVELING
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...CONTROL LEVELING, GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1941, 20 PP., ILLUS., (INCLUDES FACSIMILE).
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.

SP #227 OUT OF PRINT

...HORIZONTAL CONTROL DATA... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1941. 23 PP., INCLUDES ILLUS. (INCLUDES MAP), TABLES.

SP #228 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.

...TIDE AND CURRENT GLOSSARY, BY PAUL SCHUREMAN, PRINCIPAL MATHEMATICIAN... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1941, 40 PP., INCLUDES TABLES.

SP #229 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.

...DEFLECTIONS OF THE VERTICAL IN THE UNITED STATES (1927 DATUM) BY J. A. DUERKSEN... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1941. 16 PP., INCLUDES TABLES, 4 FOLDED MAPS.

SP #230 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.

...COASTAL CURRENTS ALONG THE ATLANTIC COAST OF THE UNITED STATES, BY F. J. HAIGHT... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C. 1942, 73 PP.

SP #231 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.

...NATURAL SINES AND COSINES TO EIGHT DECIMAL PLACES... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1942, 541 PP. OF TABLES.

SP #232 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.

...PENDULUM GRAVITY MEASUREMENTS AND ISOSTATIC REDUCTIONS, BY CLARENCE H. SWICK... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1942, 82 PP., ILLUS, PLATES, TABLES (PART FOLDED) DIAGRAMS, (1 FOLDED).

SP #233 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.

...GRAVITY OBSERVATIONS IN PERU AND COLOMBIA, BY CARL I. ASLAKSON AND CLARENCE H. SWICK... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C. 1943, 18 PP., INCLUDES ILLUS., (INCLUDES MAP) TABLES.
SP #234 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...SIGNAL BUILDING, BY JASPER S. BILBY, SIGNALMAN (RETIRED)...
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1943, 43 PP.

SP #235 NTIS COM-71-50367 (A04-$8.00)

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...THE STATE COORDINATE SYSTEMS (A MANUAL FOR SURVEYORS), BY
HUGH C. MITCHELL AND LANSING G. SIMMONS... GPO, WASHINGTON,
D.C. 1945, 62 PP.

SP #236 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...GENERAL THEORY OF EQUIVALENT PROJECTIONS, BY OSCAR S.
ADAMS... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1945, 74 PP., INCLUDES
ILLUS. (INCLUDES MAPS) TABLES, DIAGRAMS, CHARTS (1 FOLDED).

SP #237 OUT OF PRINT NTIS PB267465 (A010-$17.00)

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...MANUAL OF GEODETIC ASTRONOMY, DETERMINATION OF LONGITUDE,
LATITUDE, AND AZIMUTH, BY COMMANDER ALBERT J. HOSKINSON AND
J. A. DUERKSEN... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1947, 205 PP.

SP #238 NTIS PB267497 (A015-$24.50)

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...AIR-LINE DISTANCES BETWEEN CITIES IN THE UNITED STATES...
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1947, 246 PP.

SP #239 NTIS COM-72-50049 (A05-$9.50)

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...MANUAL OF GEODETIC LEVELING, BY HOWARD S. RAPPLEYE,
CHIEF, SECTION OF LEVELING... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1948.
94 PP.

SP #240 NTIS COM-72-50181 (A09-$15.50)

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...MANUAL OF LEVELING COMPUTATION AND ADJUSTMENT, BY HOWARD
S. RAPPLEYE... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1948, 178 PP.
SP #241 NTIS PB285635 (A05-$9.50)

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...NATURAL TABLES FOR THE COMPUTATION OF GEODETIC POSITIONS.
CLARKE SPHEROID OF 1866, BY LANSING G. SIMMONS... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1949, 86 PP., MAINLY TABLES.

SP #242 GPO S/N 003-002-00025-0 ($1.50)

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED IN GEODETIC AND OTHER SURVEYS.
BY HUGH C. MITCHELL... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1948, 87 PP.

SP #243 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...FUNDAMENTAL TABLES FOR THE DEFLECTION OF THE VERTICAL.
BY FREDERIC W. DARLING... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1949. 38 PP.

SP #244 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PENDULUM GRAVITY DATA IN THE UNITED STATES, BY J. A. DUERKSEN... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1949, 218 PP., Folded Map in Back Pocket.

SP #245 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...EQUAL-AREA PROJECTIONS FOR WORLD STATISTICAL MAPS, BY F. WEBSTER MCBRYDE AND PAUL D. THOMAS... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C. 1949, 44 PP.

SP #246 NTIS COM-71-50369 (A03-$6.50)

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...SINES, COSINES, AND TANGENTS, TEN DECIMAL PLACES WITH TEN-SECOND INTERVAL. 00 - 60, FOR PLANE COORDINATE COMPUTATION ON LAMBERT PROJECTION... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C. 1949, 36 PP. OF TABLES.
SP #247 NTIS COM-71-50406 (A015-$24.50)

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...MANUAL OF GEODETIC TRIANGULATION, BY F. R. GOSSETT...
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1950, 344 PP.

SP #248 NEVER ISSUED

SP #249 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...TOPOGRAPHIC MANUAL, PART 2. PHOTOGRAMMETRY, BY L. W.
SWANSON... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1949, 570 PP.

SP #250 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...THE DETERMINATION OF TRUE GROUND MOTION FROM SEISMOGRAPH
RECORDS, BY H. E. MCCOMB, FRANK NEUMANN AND A. C. RUGE...
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1949, 52 PP.

SP #251 NTIS PB267467 (A07-$12.50)

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...CONFORMAL PROJECTIONS IN GEODESY AND CARTOGRAPHY, BY
PAUL D. THOMAS... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1952, 142 PP.

SP #252

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: TEXAS (LAMBERT)... 
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1950, 64 PP.

SP #253

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: CALIFORNIA (LAMBERT)... 
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1951, 70 PP.

SP #254 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING THE INTERPRETATION OF SEISMOGRAMS BY 
F. NEUMANN... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1951, 41 PP., 7 GRAPHS
2 LOOSE, FOLDED GRAPHS IN BACK POCKET).
SP #255

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: FLORIDA (LAMBERT AND TRANSVERSE MERCATOR)... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1951. 32 PP.

SP #256

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: MAINE (TRANSVERSE MERCATOR)... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1951, 27 PP.

SP #257

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: ARIZONA (TRANSVERSE MERCATOR)... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1951. 32 PP.

SP #258

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: WYOMING (TRANSVERSE MERCATOR)... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1952, 20 PP.

SP #259

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: INDIANA (TRANSVERSE MERCATOR)... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1952, 19 PP.

SP #260 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...MANUAL OF HARMONIC CONSTANT REDUCTIONS... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C. 1952. 74 PP.

SP #261

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: MONTANA (LAMBERT)... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1952. 47 PP.
SP #262
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: NORTH DAKOTA (LAMBERT)...
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1952, 27 PP.

SP #263
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: SOUTH DAKOTA (LAMBERT)...
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1952, 28 PP.

SP #264
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: MINNESOTA (LAMBERT)...
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1952, 38 PP.

SP #265 AND SP #265-A RESTRICTED, OUT OF PRINT
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...EPI (ELECTRONIC POSITION INDICATOR) MANUAL... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C. 1952, 241 PP. - MARK III, MODEL 3: EPI (ELECTRONIC POSITION INDICATOR) MANUAL... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1954. 223 PP.

SP #266 NTIS COM-71-50602 (A02-$5.00)
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: CONNECTICUT (LAMBERT)...
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1952, 12 PP.

SP #267
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: PENNSYLVANIA (LAMBERT)...
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1952, 24 PP.

SP #268
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: TENNESSEE (LAMBERT)...
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1952, 18 PP.
SP #269

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: OHIO (LAMBERT)...
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1952, 24 PP.

SP #270 NTIS COM-71-50370 (A03-$6.50)

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: OREGON (LAMBERT)...
GPO, WASHINGTON 1952, 31 PP.

SP #271 NTIS COM-71-50371 (A03-$6.50)

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: WASHINGTON (LAMBERT)...
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1952, 28 PP.

SP #272

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: NORTH CAROLINA (LAMBERT)... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1952, 18 PP.

SP #273

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: SOUTH CAROLINA (LAMBERT)... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1952, 22 PP.

SP #274

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: MASSACHUSETTS (LAMBERT)...
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1952, 19 PP.

SP #275

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: WEST VIRGINIA (LAMBERT)...
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1952, 22 PP.
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: COLORADO (LAMBERT)...
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1952, 36 PP.

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: UTAH (LAMBERT)...
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1952, 32 PP.

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...SURFACE WATER TEMPERATURES AT TIDE STATIONS, ATLANTIC
COAST, NORTH AND SOUTH AMERICA...
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1951, 57 PP.

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...DENSITY OF SEA WATER AT COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY TIDE
STATIONS, ATLANTIC AND GULF COASTS...

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...SURFACE WATER TEMPERATURES AT TIDE STATIONS, PACIFIC
COAST, NORTH AND SOUTH AMERICA, AND PACIFIC OCEAN ISLANDS...
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1941.

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...DENSITY OF SEA WATER AT COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY TIDE
STATIONS, PACIFIC OCEAN...
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1941.

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...EARTHQUAKE INVESTIGATION IN THE UNITED STATES BY FRANK
NEUMANN...
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1952, 37 PP.
SP #283 OUT OF PRINT
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...MAGNETIC OBSERVATORY MANUAL, BY H. E. MCCOMB... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1952, 232 PP.

SP #284
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: IOWA (LAMBERT)... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1952, 28 PP.

SP #285 NTIS COM-71-50372 (A03-$6.50)
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: KANSAS (LAMBERT)... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1952, 28 PP.

SP #286
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: NEBRASKA (LAMBERT)... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1952, 28 PP.

SP #287
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: OKLAHOMA (LAMBERT)... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1952, 26 PP.

SP #288 NTIS COM-72-50353 (A03-$6.50)
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: WISCONSIN (LAMBERT)... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1952, 32 PP.

SP #289
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: ARKANSAS (LAMBERT)... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1953, 23 PP.
SP #290

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: KENTUCKY (LAMBERT)...
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1953, 24 PP.

SP #291

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: LOUISIANA (LAMBERT)...
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1953, 24 PP.

SP #292

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: MARYLAND (LAMBERT)...
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1953, 16 PP.

SP #293

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: VIRGINIA (LAMBERT)...
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1953, 24 PP.

SP #294  OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
WAVE REPORTING MANUAL FOR TIDE OBSERVERS IN THE SEISMIC SEA
WAVE WARNING SYSTEM, BY W. B. ZERBE... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C.
1953, 36 PP.

SP #295

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE INTERSECTION TABLES (2 1/2 MINUTE):
NEBRASKA... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1953, 117 PP.

SP #296

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE INTERSECTION TABLES (2 1/2 MINUTE):
FLORIDA... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1953, 115 PP.
SP #297
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE INTERSECTION TABLES (2 1/2 MINUTE):
WYOMING... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1953, 184 PP.

SP #298 OUT OF PRINT
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...SEA WATER TEMPERATURE AND DENSITY REDUCTION TABLES, BY
21 PP.

SP #299
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE INTERSECTION TABLES (2 1/2 MINUTE):
MINNESOTA... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1953, 156 PP.

SP #300 OUT OF PRINT
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...THE TSUNAMI OF NOVEMBER 4, 1952 AS RECORDED AT TIDE
STATIONS BY W. B. ZERBE... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1953.
62 PP. 62 GRAPHS (PP. 16-62).

SP #301 OUT OF PRINT
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...REVERSIBLE SUSCEPTIBILITY AND THE INDUCTION FACTOR USED
IN GEOMAGNETISM, BY DAVID G. KNAPP... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C.
1953, 49 PP.

SP #302
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: HAWAIIAN ISLANDS
(TRANSVERSE MERCATOR)... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1954, 20 PP.

SP #303
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: ILLINOIS (TRANSVERSE
MERCATOR)... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1953, 30 PP.
SP #304

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: ALABAMA (TRANSVERSE
MERCATOR)... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1953, 30 PP.

SP #305

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: DELAWARE (TRANSVERSE
MERCATOR)... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1953, 16 PP.

SP #306

NTIS COM-72-50358 (A03-$6.50)

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: IDAHO (TRANSVERSE
MERCATOR)... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1953, 32 PP.

SP #307

OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...STEEL TAPE MEASUREMENTS: TABLES AND CHARTS FOR CORRECTIONS,
BY RALPH MOORE BERRY... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1954, 27 PP.

SP #308

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE INTERSECTION TABLES (2 1/2-MINUTE):
WISCONSIN... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1953, 112 PP.

SP #309

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE INTERSECTION TABLES (2 1/2-MINUTE):
NORTH DAKOTA... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1954, 143 PP.

SP #310

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE INTERSECTION TABLES (2 1/2-MINUTE):
NORTH CAROLINA... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1954, 72 PP.
SP  #311
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE INTERSECTION TABLES (2 1/2-MINUTE):
UTAH... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1954, 135 PP. OF TABLES.

SP  #312
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE INTERSECTION TABLES (2 1/2-MINUTE):
SOUTH DAKOTA... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1954, 128 PP.

SP  #313 AND SP  #65-3
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: MICHIGAN (TRANSVERSE
MERCATOR)... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1954, 31 PP.

SP  #314
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: VERMONT (TRANSVERSE
MERCATOR)... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1954, 18 PP.

SP  #315
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: RHODE ISLAND (TRANSVERSE
MERCATOR)... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1954, 15 PP.

SP  #316
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: NEW JERSEY (TRANSVERSE
MERCATOR)... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1954, 18 PP.

SP  #317
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: NEW HAMPSHIRE
(TRANSVERSE MERCATOR)... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1954, 18 PP.
SP #318

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: NEVADA (TRANSVERSE MERCATOR)... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1954, 23 PP.

SP #319

NTIS COM-71-50388 (A03-66.50)

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: MISSOURI (TRANSVERSE MERCATOR)... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1954, 28 PP.

SP #320

OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...GEODETIC OPERATIONS IN THE UNITED STATES AND IN OTHER AREAS THROUGH INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION, 1939-1953, BY ALBERT J. HOSKINSON... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1954. 37 PP., 27 MAPS (11-37).

SP #321

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: MISSISSIPPI (TRANSVERSE MERCATOR)... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1954, 31 PP.

SP #322

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: GEORGIA (TRANSVERSE MERCATOR)... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1954. 20 PP.

SP #323

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: NEW YORK... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1954, 35 PP.

SP #324

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE PROJECTION TABLES: NEW MEXICO (TRANSVERSE MERCATOR)... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1954. 42 PP.
SP #325

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE INTERSECTION TABLES (2 1/2-MINUTE):
MONTANA... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1954. 259 PP.

SP #326

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE INTERSECTION TABLES (2 1/2-MINUTE):
PENNSYLVANIA... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1954. 76 PP.

SP #327 NTIS COM-75-10736 (A13-021.50)

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE INTERSECTION TABLES (2 1/2-MINUTE):
CALIFORNIA... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1954, 282 PP.

SP #328

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE INTERSECTION TABLES (2 1/2-MINUTE):
NEW YORK... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1954, 111 PP.

SP #329

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE INTERSECTION TABLES (2 1/2-MINUTE):
LOUISIANA... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1954, 92 PP.

SP #330

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE INTERSECTION TABLES (2 1/2-MINUTE):
CONNECTICUT... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1954. 16 PP.

SP #331

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE INTERSECTION TABLES (2 1/2-MINUTE):
MARYLAND... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1954. 28 PP.
SP #332

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE INTERSECTION TABLES (2 1/2-MINUTE):
INDIANA... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1955, 84 PP.

SP #333

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE INTERSECTION TABLES (2 1/2-MINUTE):
NEW JERSEY... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1955, 28 PP.

SP #334 OUT OF PRINT

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...GEODETIC LEVELING INSTRUMENTS, BY D.C., PARKHURST...
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1955, 19 PP.

SP #335 NTIS COM-71-50381 (A17-#27.50)

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE INTERSECTION TABLES (2 1/2-MINUTE):
TEXAS... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1955, 398 PP.

SP #336

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE INTERSECTION TABLES (2 1/2-MINUTE):
OHIO... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1955, 76 PP.

SP #337

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE INTERSECTION TABLES (2 1/2-MINUTE):
NEVADA... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1955, 180 PP.

SP #338

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE INTERSECTION TABLES (2 1/2-MINUTE):
WASHINGTON, D.C., 1955, 132 PP.
SP #339

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE INTERSECTION TABLES (2 1/2-MINUTE):
MAINE... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1955. 79 PP.

SP #340

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE INTERSECTION TABLES (2 1/2-MINUTE):
NEW HAMPSHIRE... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1955. 27 PP.

SP #341

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE INTERSECTION TABLES (2 1/2-MINUTE):
KENTUCKY... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1956. 68 PP.

SP #342

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE INTERSECTION TABLES (2 1/2-MINUTE):
RHODE ISLAND... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1956. 5 PP.

SP #343

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE INTERSECTION TABLES (2 1/2-MINUTE):
VERMONT... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1956. 27 PP.

SP #344

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE INTERSECTION TABLES (2 1/2-MINUTE):
NEW MEXICO... GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1956. 208 PP.

PUBLICATION 65-1, PART 1

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE INTERSECTION TABLES (2 1/2-MINUTE): ALABAMA...
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1957 (REPRINTED MAY 1971), 99 PP.

PUBLICATION 65-1, PART 2

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE INTERSECTION TABLES (2 1/2-MINUTE): ARIZONA...
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1958, 192 PP.

PUBLICATION 65-1, PART 3
U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE INTERSECTION TABLES (2 1/2-MINUTE): ARKANSAS.
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1958, 88 PP.

PUBLICATION 65-1, PART 5

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE INTERSECTION TABLES (2 1/2-MINUTE): COLORADO...
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1959, 167 PP.

PUBLICATION 65-1, PART 7

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE INTERSECTION TABLES (2 1/2-MINUTE): DELAWARE...
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1959, 15 PP.

PUBLICATION 65-1, PART 9

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE INTERSECTION TABLES (2 1/2-MINUTE): GEORGIA...
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1959, 111 PP.

PUBLICATION 65-1, PART 10

U.S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
...PLANE COORDINATE INTERSECTION TABLES (2 1/2-MINUTE): IDAHO...
GPO, WASHINGTON, D.C., 1960, 176 PP.

PUBLICATION 65-1, PART 11
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